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Abstract
In mastering English, students find problems dealing with language skill and language components, most students in Indonesia consider English as a difficult subject which make them frustrated. Writing is one of the four language skills that plays a very important role in second language learning. Writing skill is more complex and difficult to teach, requiring the mater not only the grammatical and theoretically devices but also the conceptual. One of the equipment aids that can be used in learning writing is a diary. The main objective of this study is to find out whether writing diary improves students’ writing skill or not. In this research the researcher used the quantitative method, with classroom action research design. The population of this study was all students of class 8A that consisted of 30 students. Observation, interview, and test as the instruments of this research. The researcher compared achievement of pre-test to identify the effectiveness of using diary writing.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern era as right now, writing plays an important role in real life. There are several products of writing that human being as social creature need as media to share idea. According to Meyers (2005:2), writing is an action. There are some steps in writing process, they are process of discovering and organizing the idea, writing or putting them on paper, reshaping and revise the writing.

Based on those fact, English learners especially learners at junior high school level must master it besides speaking. As a basic skill in English language, writing skill could not be separated from educational sector. The main reason, English learners at school must be able to express their ideas or feeling in spoken or written forms effectively.

Besides that, the students’ motivation to write was low. Some students were extremely unconfident and reluctant to write due to some reasons. The main reason was that they thought they had nothing to write and when they had already got the ideas of what to write about, the lacks of vocabulary, grammar, and sentence organization made their ideas could not be properly conveyed. Therefore, most students seemed to be frustrating when they have to write about something.

Writing Skill
According to Kern (2000:172), writing in functional communication making learning possible to create imagine words of their own design. Writing as one of four language skill is considered as a difficult skill because the writer should make some aspects in writing such as content, organization, purpose, vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling in a balance way.

Blanchard and Root (2003:41), there are two steps in writing process they are prewriting, and writing. All of those steps are important to make our writing better and systematic.
1. Prewriting
   Prewriting is the first step; it is a preparation step before writing process. Prewriting gives warming up the brain to gathering the ideas to write about. There are several ways to warm up before we write.

2. Writing
   The next step is writing process. The result of brainstorming of clustering in prewriting process is guidance for us to write paragraph. As we write the first draft on your paragraph use the ideas we generate from prewriting as a guide.

Recount Text
According to Hyland (2009:29), that recount is a kind of genre that has social function to retell event for the purpose or entertaining. The tense that used in recount text is past tense. Social purpose of recount is to reconstruct past experiences by retelling events in original sequences. We can look at the sample of recount in personal letters, police report, insurance claims, and incident report.
   Hyland (2004:135) state, there are three generic structure of recount. They are;
   1) Orientation: provide the setting and produces participants. It provides information about who, where, when.
   2) Record of Events: tell what happened, present event in temporal sequence. It is usually recounted in chronological order. Personal comments and/or evaluative remarks which are interspersed throughout the record of events.
   3) Re-orientation: optional-closer of event. It is rounds off the sequence of events.

Diary
According to Beriwal (2009), a diary is a personal record of events that happen over a period of time, usually consist of date of each diary item, and be as brief or detailed as the writer of diary like, record events in the order in which they happened it. Includes descriptions of the events, impressions about the events, feelings triggered, and opinions the writer of diary formed based on the events.
   A diary is personal and generally not meant for someone else unless the owner gives permission for it to be shared. Concept of diary is a hurst hand record of ideas, impressions, feeling and opinions about the events in person’s life. Record the events in the order in which they happen in as brief or as detailed a way as the writer of diary wish.
   A written diary consist of one or more sentences and the sentences should have a clear relation with each other. In technical field, the communicative aspect of writing has gained widespread. Attention as writing has become one of the most widely used modes of communication. However the basic skill involved in writing diaries as their private book or in other media, telling about their life. Besides its training the students to write well, this could be made the students closer to their teacher. It can also make the students no separated walls to learn.

METHOD
Type of the research the writer uses in this research is Classroom Action Research (CAR). Rochiati Wiraatmaja stated, “Classroom action research is how a group of teachers can organize the condition of teaching and learning process from their own experiences, and try the improvement of idea in their learning and teaching, and see the real effect of the effort” (Asep Yoni, S.S, et. al.: 2010: 165-165)
   This aim of this research is improving students’ ability in writing recount text using diary. There are two cyclus, and each cycles consists of two meetings.
1. Planning
In order to get the optimal result to solve the problems, the writer tries to make a plan in the cycles based on the problems that are faced by the students in writing class especially in recount text in the classroom.

2. Acting
The activity is done based on the planned material, lesson plan and planned steps. The steps in action: when the problems are found in action one (cycle I), the problem must be solved in action two (cycle II). While in teaching learning process, the researcher presents to monitor and evaluate the process and observe whether the teaching learning process is done as it is planned. Observation is very important to do, because it is done to know the student’s improvement in learning. Observation is done during the implementation of the action while the students are doing the activities.

3. Observing
Meanwhile the writer as a teacher does the actions, the collaborators observe the process during the lesson. The writer whenever as a teacher or observer keeps on making records or notes of process by making field notes. Moreover, the observers/collaborators are surely having observation checklists on their hands to be filled up during the process.

4. Reflecting
It is the last step. All the actions are evaluated and reflected in the end of each cycle. The writer as a teacher and the collaborators try to analyze the result of the observation and questionnaire to know the effect of using diary media in writing class especially in recount text. In this step, the researcher evaluates the teaching based on the data in interview, the observation during the class, the questionnaire and field notes.

Subject of the Research
According to Crowl (1996:15), population are groups consisting of all people to whom a researcher wishes to apply the findings of a study. The population of the research is eighth grade students of SMP Rosa Jaya Campaka Cianjur. While, samples are subsets of people used to represent populations (Crowl, 1996:15). The samples of the study are class 8A which consist of 30 students.

Instruments
a. Pre-test
This test is given before the implementing the Classroom Action Research by giving the test to class 8A to identify the initial ability. The researcher gave the test in essay from which consist of ten questions.

b. Post-test
The post-test was held to measure the effect of the implementing the Classroom Action Research. The researcher gave post-test after the teaching process was done for both group. The researcher gave the same test as the pre-test. The researcher compared achievement of pre-test to identify the effectiveness of using diary media. To know the effect of the methods applied, the test was used. It was diary writing test.

c. Observation sheet
Burns (2010) says that an observation sheet is one way to gather observation data using a coding system or checklist that consists of aspects during teaching learning activity. It is sometimes called systematic or structured observation (ibid). Burns described that it will be better for the researcher to use a simple checklist so that the observer is able to focus on specific issue.

d. Interview
In this study the interview is done to collect data by asking questions to the collaborators who helps in observation during learning and teaching process in writing class especially in
writing recount text using diary. The interview with collaborators is done after doing learning and teaching process in the cycle 1 and cycle 2.

**Data Collection and Data Analysis**

In this research, the writer used the quantitative research approach, so the technique used to get the data which related to the teaching writing. The researcher used gave pretest before the teaching process and gave post-test after the teaching process was done. The researcher compared achievement of pre-test to identify the effectiveness of using diary writing.

Data analysis plays an important role in every cycle of classroom action research because it can be a reflection and revision for planning the next cycle (Burns, 2010). The data were analyzed in two ways: scoring technique and descriptive analysis. Interview and observation sheet were analyzed through descriptive analysis while test was analyzed by scoring technique.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Results**

The result of the research through using diary in writing recount text indicated that there was an increase in students’ motivated the students to improve their ability in writing recount text, from 20 % in the preliminary study to 86.7% in the second cycle.

Some points that can be concluded from the research is using diary as the source in writing recount text is recommended that the teacher can use diary writing as one of the alternative technique in teaching written recount text. This is because writing starting from their everyday life is actually an example of recount text. Hopefully, there will be further studies observing other advantages of writing diary.

These data can be concluded that using diary motivates the students in writing recount text. In addition, the analysis of the data shows that there is a significant difference of students’ achievement in pre-test and post-test. This is proved in cycle 2 students’ ability in writing recount text through using diary has shown the target is hoped.

**The Result of Students’ Achievement (Cycle 1)**

To know the result of students’ achievement, first, the researcher needs to calculate the mean score. The mean score derived from the following formula:

\[
\bar{X} = \frac{\sum X}{n}
\]

\[
\bar{X} = \frac{2020}{30}
\]

\[
\bar{X} = 67.3
\]

Then, the researcher calculated the class percentage that’s passed the Minimum Mastery Criterion, using the following formula:

\[
P = \frac{F}{N} \times 100
\]

\[
P = \frac{17}{30} \times 100
\]

\[
P = 56.7 \%
\]

**The Result of Students’ Achievement (Cycle 2)**

The result of post-test 2 showed that the average score of the class increased to 76.3 in which there were 26 students who passed the Minimum Mastery Criterion or KKM 70.
The calculation of the mean of students’ score in writing recount text post-test. The mean score derived from the following formula:

\[ \bar{X} = \frac{\sum X}{n} \]

\[ \bar{X} = \frac{2290}{30} \]

\[ X = 76.3 \]

Then, the calculation of class percentage about the students who passed the Minimum Mastery Criterion (KKM):

\[ P = \frac{F}{N} \times 100 \]

\[ P = \frac{26}{30} \times 100 \]

\[ P = 86.7\% \]

The Interpretation of Analysis Result

Here, the researcher describes the result of CAR in every cycle on the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of students’ grade improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data of Research Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Activities</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test 1</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>56.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test 2</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>86.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

This part covers the discussion of the teaching writing recount text using diary. The discussion is based on how diary media can improve students’ ability in writing recount text.

The finding of the research proved that diary can retain students’ ability in writing recount text. It can be seen from improvement of the students’ score. The students’ average score of pre-test was 53.3. After the implementation of using diary media, the average scores of post-test 1 in cycle 1 was 67.3. Then, the researcher continued to the second cycle with the average of post-test 2 were 76.3 or 86.7% passed the Minimum Mastery Criterion (KKM) 70 as the criterion success determined. Besides, improving the students’ score, the implementation of using diary got positive responses from students in their teaching-learning process of writing recount text.

CONCLUSION

After conducting Classroom Action Research at second grade of SMP Rosa Jaya Campaka-Cianjur school academic year 2016/2017, it can be concluded that using diary can improve the students’ ability in writing recount text. It can be proved from the following facts:

**First**, related to the students’ achievement, there were 86.7 % who passed the Minimum Mastery Criterion (KKM) 70 with the improvement of students’ percentage who passed KKM
was 66.7%. In the pre-test there were only 6 students who passed the KKM. Meanwhile, in the post-test in the cycle 1 there were 17 students who passed the KKM or 56.7%. Next, in the result of post-test in the cycle 2, there gained 26 or 86.7% students who passed the KKM in which their mean score of test derived 76.3. So it achieve the criteria of success. **Second**, the data from the observation showed that the students were more active and participated in the teaching learning process; it could be seen from the improvements of the students’ score in the teaching-learning process for each meeting. **The last**, the result of interview with the English teacher showed that the teacher gave positive responses after the implementation of using diary in writing recount text since it could be an alternative media to be use in teaching recount text. In conclusion, this research was successful in improving the students’ ability in writing recount text by using diary. In addition, the students were more active and participated in the teaching-learning process of writing recount text. Therefore, diary can be alternative media for teacher in teaching writing recount text.
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